
KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 2 

Task 1. Choose the correct answer according to the picture. (40 ქულა) 

(აირჩიე სწორი პასუხი სურათის მიხედვით). 

1.                 A. pen                B. book    C. a car  

2.                 A. table      B. Box    C.Star 

3.     A. desk    B. Box     C.book 

4.              A. pen    B.a house     C.book 

5.   A.  a house        B. a car          C.desk 

 

 

Task 2. Which Choose the correct answer according to the picture. (40  ქულა) 
(აირჩიე სწორი პასუხი სურათის მიხედვით). 

Sample (ნიმუში):  A. a dog and a cat    B. a dog and a ball   C. a dog and a book 

 

6.  I see _____ .  A. a book and a pen         B. a pen and a ball              C. a bag and a pen 

7.    I see _____ .       A. a cat and a book B. a dog and a cat  C. a girl and a cat 



8.  I see _____ .      A. a car and a ball   B. an apple and a pencil  C. a pen and a ball 

 

9.  I see _____ .   A. a dog and a table    B. a dog and a cat    C. a dog and a ball 

10. I see _____ .   A. a car and a boy   B. a girl and a ball C. a ball and a book 

 

Task 3. Match A, B or C with the Georgian translation. (20 ქულა)  

(აირჩიე რომელია ქართული სიტყვების სწორი ინგლისური თარგმანი). 

Sample (ნიმუში): კეთილი A.  kind  B. good  

11. ბაყაყი   A. a dog  B. a frog   C. a star 

12. ვარსკვლავი  A. a pink  B. a car      C. a star 

13. ცუდი   A. good   B. Bad       C.a smal 

14. პატარა   A. small  B. Big       C. a red 

15. წითელი    A. pink   B. A frog  C.red 

 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა)  

მაგთის ბონუს შეკითხვა. აირჩიეთ სიტყვა, რომელიც სწორად წერია.  

16. A. book              B. buuk  C. bok 

 

 



 

 

Bonus Task. Choose A or B to match the numbers with the words: (12 ქულა ) 

რიცხვებს მოუძებნე ინგლისური სახელწოდება (A, B ან C). 

Sample (ნიმუში):   A. zero B. one C. five 

 

 

17.                 A. seven B. one C. six 

 

18.      A. six B. eight C. zero 

 

19.     A. seven B. five C. one 

 

20.     A. nine B. ten C. seven 

 

 

 

 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 3 

Task 1. Choose the correct answer according to the picture.(40 ქულა)  

(აირჩიე სწორი პასუხი სურათის მიხედვით). 

Sample (ნიმუში):   It is  a _______.         A.  computer              B.  car            C. train 

1.          It is a __________.  A. mirror  B. Apple   C. bag 

2.              It is a __________.  A. Pen   B. cup   C. hat 

3.    It is a __________.  A. box     B. sea   C. tree 

4.        It is a _________.  A. bike   B. crocodile    C. car 

5.           It is an __________.  A. ice-cream          B. cake     C. Pear 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 2. Choose the correct answer according to the picture.(40 ქულა)  
(აირჩიეთ სწორი პასუხი სურათის მიხედვით). 

Sample (ნიმუში): Who are you? I am a _____ .     A. nurse   B. teacher   C. doctor 

 

6.  Who am I? I am a _____ .  A. driver B. builder C. painter 

7. Who am I? I am a _____ .   A. teacher B. taxi driver C. gardener 

8. Who am I? I am a _____ .  A. nurse B. doctor C. princess 

9. Who am I? I am a _____ .    A. policeman B. singer C. nurse 

10. Who am I? I am a _____ .   A. teacher  B. driver C. nurse 

 

 

 

Task 3. Match A, B or C with the Georgian translation. (20 ქულა )  
(აირჩიე რომელია ქართული სიტყვების სწორი ინგლისური თარგმანი). 

 

Sample (ნიმუში): კეთილი ძაღლი A. a kind dog  B. a good cat  C. a bad dog 



 

11. დროშა    A. a  window  B. a paper  C. a flag 

12. ბიძა   A. an uncle  B. an ankle  C. an aunt 

13. ხე    A. a  flower  B. grass  C. a tree 

14. ლურჯი ჭიქა  A. a black cup  B. a blue cup  C. a yellow cup 

15. წვიმიანი დღე  A. a  sad day  B. a cold day  C. a rainy day 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
მაგთის ბონუს შეკითხვა . აირჩიეთ სიტყვა, რომელიც სწორად წერია.  
 

16.   A. piupil B. pupil  C. pupile 

 

 

Bonus Task. Choose the correct answer.(12 ქულა)  
(აირჩიეთ სწორი ვარიანტი). 

Sample (ნიმუში): My aunt  _____  adoctor. A. is B. are C. am 

17. I _____ happy.   A. am  B. is  C. are 

18. Your books _____ here.  A. are  B. is  C. do 

19.  _____ name is Maria.  A. She   B. Her  C. Him 

20. That _____ a cat.   A. am   B. are   C. is 

 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 4  

Task 1. Choose the correct answer according to the picture.  (40 ქულა) 

(აირჩიე სწორი პასუხი სურათის მიხედვით). 

1.   A. playing  B. sleeping  C. driving 

2.   A. reading   B. running  C. boxing 

3.   A. smiling  B. drinking  C. jumping 

4.   A. speaking  B. walking  C. writing 

5.   A. speaking  B. walking  C. Writing 

 

Task 2. Look at the picture. Answer the questions.(40 ქულა)  
(დააკვირდით სურათს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს). 

                                   
 

 



6. Kids are very _____ .     A. sad   B. happy  C. cold 

7. There is a _____ behind the girl.  A. ball  B. car   C. doll 

8. There are _____ on the beach.   A. flowers  B. stones  C. trees 

9. Kids are _____ .     A. swimming  B. running  C. playing 

10. The weather is _____ .    A. sunny  B. snowy  C. rainy 

 

 

Task 3. Match A, B or  C with the Georgian translation. (20 ქულა)  
(აირჩიე რომელია ქართული სიტყვების სწორი ინგლისური თარგმანი) 

 

Sample (ნიმუში):  მწვანე ხე A. a brown tree   B. a big tree C. a green tree 

11. ბედნიერი ოჯახი     A. a big family B. a happy family C. a small family 

12.  მშიერი ობობა         A. an angry spider B. a hungry spider C. a funny spider 

13. დაღლილი კაცი A. a tall man  B. a tired man  C. a sleepy man 

14. სასაცილო სახე A. a  smiley face B. a happy face C. a funny face 

15. ცივი ზამთარი A. a  warm winter B. a long winter C. a cold winter. 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
მაგთის ბონუს შეკითხვა . აირჩიეთ სიტყვა, რომელიც სწორად წერია. 

16. A. lovelly B. lovly  C. lovely 

 

 

Bonus Task. Choose the word that is spelled correctly A, B or C. (12  ქულა) 
აირჩიე სიტყვა (A, B ან C), რომელიც სწორად წერია. 
Sample (ნიმუში): მანქანა A. car   B. kar  C. carr 

17. სურათი    A. picture    B. pikture   C. Pictore 

18. დეიდა      A. aunt         B. ant          C. Ount 

19. შენობა      A. bulding    B. bilding   C. Building 

20. ძმა             A. brather    B. bruther  C. Brother 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020/ LEVEL I 

GRADE 5 

Task 1. Choose the correct answer.(40 ქულა)   

Sample: Those _____ are expensive.  A. book   B. books  C. a book 

1. Lala is reading a _____ .   A. book   B. TV    C. shop 

2. Mu father _____ football.  A. jumps B. plays C. runs 

3. Rabbits are _____ .    A. happy B. kind C. fast 

4. The _____ is sleeping.   A. baby B. tree  C. building 

5. We are tired. We cannot _____ . A. large B. walk C. Round 

 

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (40 ქულა)  
Sample: a _____ is a person who helps sick people.  A. Doctor B. Teacher C. Policeman 

 

6. _____ is a place where you wait for the bus.   A. Theatre   B. Bus stop   C. Hotel 

 

7. _____ is a place where you can buy things.   A. School      B. Bank  C. Shop 

 

8. _____ is an animal that has very long ears.      A. Rabbit B. Fox  C. Giraffe 

 

9. _____ is a place where there are a lot of trees. A. Hospital   B. Bank C. Forest 

 

10. _____ is a small dog.     A. Puppy B. Kitten C. Chicken 

 

Task 3. Complete the sentences with the correct word: (20 points)  

Sample:    Mrs. Jones has two children: a son and a _____ .  A. daughter  B. wife      C. sister 

 

11. Children _____ milk in the morning. A. wash   B. drink C. cut 

12. Waiters usually work in _____ .          A. restaurants B. banks C. libraries 

13. Dolphins are clever _____ .                  A. people   B. animals C. birds 

14. People _____ when they are happy.    A. touch B. smile C. smell 

15. Rabbits have long _____.                      A. eye  B. tail  C. Ears 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. sucessful B. succesful C. successful 

Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences.(12 ქულა)  



Sample: What _____ your name? A. am  B. are   C. is 

17. 31. The boys _____swim.   A. can   B. do   C. does 

18. 33. There _____a lot of apples.   A. are   B. is   C. be 

19. 35. _____ you like juice?   A. Do   B. Does  C. Is 

20. 37. They_____ from England.   A. is   B. not   C. are 

 

 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 6 

Task 1. Choose the correct answer.(40 ქულა)  

Sample: My friend's _____ is big.  A. house B. short  C. Sky 

1. 6. _____ is a winter month.   A. August B. January C. March 

2. 8. If you don't hurry we will _____this train A. miss B. catch C. go by 

3. 12. _____ can hiss.     A. Sharks B. Elephants C. Snakes 

4. 13. It’s cloudy. We heard loud _____ .  A. thunder B. snow C. fog 

5. 17. Librarians work in the_____ .  A. post office B. library C. Hospital 

 

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (40 ქულა)  
 

Sample: _____ is a place where you take your car to fill it up with petrol. A. Garage   B. Garden C. Club 

6. _____ is a room where we cook food.   A. Kitchen B. Painting  C. Box 

 

7. _____ is a room where we sleep.   A. Bathroom B. Bedroom  C. Dining room 

 

8. _____ is a person who writes stories. A. Cook B. Doctor  C. Writer 

 

9. _____ is a place where we can buy stamps and send letters. 

 

A. Post office  B. Hospital  C. Living room 

 

10.  _____ is a small brush we use to clean our teeth. A. KnifeB. Pencil C. Toothbrush 

 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 points) 

Sample: teach A. ian  B. ant   C. er 

 

11. direct  A. or  B. ant   C. er 

12. happi  A. ment B. tion  C. ness 

13. guitar  A. er  B. ian   C. ist 

14. comput A. er  B. tion  C. ment 

15. danger A. ing  B. ous  C. Ful 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. history B. hystory C. hystori 

 

Bonus Task. Complete the sentences. Choose A, B or C. (12 ქულა) 
Sample: What _____ your name? A. am B. are C. is 

17. 31. Tom is _____ than Kevin.          A. faster B. fastest C. fast 

18. 33. My friends _____ the cinema tomorrow. A. will visit B. visited C. visits 

19. 35. Kate and Jane _____ eating sweets.         A. like B. liking C. likes 

20. 37. I _____ in Italy last year.          A. arrive B. arrives C. arrived 



 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 7 

Task 1. Choose the right word.(40 ქულა)  

Sample: They have a black _____ and neck, and a brown body.  A. fin  B. Head C. Trunk 

1. When autumn arrives, they have to _____ south where the weather is warmer. 

A. fly  B. run  C. jump 

2. The winters are so cold in Siberia that the birds die if they _____ there.   

A. keep  B. stay  C. take 

3. If Canada Geese _____ their parents they won't know what to do in the autumn. 

A. hug  B. carry C. lose 

4. If Canada Geese cannot find their parents scientists teach the birds to _____ the plane.  

A. go  B. follow C. run 

5. Many children in Canada wait for the birds to come _____ in Spring. 

A. to  B. next  C. Back 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (40 ქულა)  
Sample:  My friends and I _____ to a rock concert last night. A. followed B. went C. arrived 

6. The concert began at seven and we didn't want to be _____ . 

A. late   B. soon  C. already 

 

7. At the concert, we _____ the words to most of the songs.   

A. believed  B. knew  C. met 

 

8. The music was very _____ so we couldn't chat to one another. 

A. full   B. hard  C. loud 

 

9. The band _____ on stage for over two hours.  

A. stayed  B. passed  C. went 

 

10. We all _____ a great time at the concert.  

A. were  B. had   C. Put 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  
Sample:  manag   A. ian  B. ant   C. er 

11.  help  A. ful  B. ive  C. ous 

12.  agree  A. tion  B. ment C. ness 

13.  accident A. al  B. able  C. ous    

14.  translat  A. ant  B. or  C. er 

15.  kind  A. sion  B. ment C. ness 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. trafic  B. traffik C. traffic 

 



Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences. (12 ქულა)  

Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock. A. is getting B. has got C. gets 

17. John wants _____ bananas. A. some B. any C. a 

18. Yesterday we _____ at home. A. weren’t B. wasn't C. aren't 

19. They _____ in a restaurant last night. A. ate B. are eating C. eat 

20.  _____ is it? It’s a mouse. A. Which B. What C. Where 

 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020 / LEVEL I 

GRADE 8 

Task 1. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (40 ქულა) 
Sample: You need to buy this before you get on a plane.   A. ticket       B. passport      C. address 

1. _____ is a piece of ground in which fruits, flowers, or vegetables are grown. 

               A. Garage B. Garden C. Club 

2. A person who plays a game is called a ----. 

              A. player B. referee C. journalist 

3. When you have a pain in the tooth: _____.  

             A. toothache  B. headache  C. backache 

4. To form letters or words with pen or pencil: _____. 

             A. change  B. write  C. call 

5. When you go to a place and especially one that is far away: _____. 

             A. catch  B. fall   C. travel 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (40 ქულა)  
Sample:  Natia _____ a lot of time playing volleyball for her school.    A. give   B. Uses  C. spends 

6. Natia is _____ that her team will do well this year.  

                           A. certain B. terrible    C. cold 

7. Natia sometimes has to _____  school when her team travels to play against other teams.   

        A. win B. lose         C. miss 

8. Natia's team  _____ volleyball three time a week.  

             A. spends B. practices C. tries 

9. At a match last week, Natia won a gold cup for being the _____  player.  

             A. best B. last  C. worst 

10. Natia would like to _____ a famous sportswoman one day.  

              A. start B. give           C. become 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  
Sample:  clean    A. ian  B. ant   C. er 

 

11. peace  A. ic  B. ful  C. ous 

12. conduct  A. er  B. ist   C. or  

13. free  A. age   B. dom  C. ion   

14. develop  A. ment B. tion  C. dom  

15. friend  A. ful  B. ly  C. al 

 



Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. pasenger B. passenger C. pasennger 

 

Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences. (12 ქულა) 
Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock.  A. is getting  B. has got  C. gets 

17. The White House is in _____ USA. A. _ B. The C. An 

18. Harry is in bed, he _____. A. is sleeping B. sleep C. slept 

19.  Peter is the _____ student in the class. A. better B. good C. best 

20.  _____do you visit Ann? Every Friday. A. Why B. Who C. How often 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020/ LEVEL I 

GRADE 9 

Task 1. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (40 ქულა)  

Sample:  A person who has a farm is a _____ A. doctor B. Farmer  C. driver 

1. A person who conducts business or household affairs is a _____ . 

 A. pilot  B. manager C. host 

2. A person who engages in the sport of boxing is a _____ .  

 A. fisherman B. climber C. boxer 

3. A person who watches television: _____ .  

 A. assistant  B. foreigner C. viewer 

4. The science that deals with living organisms and vital processes: _____ . 

A. biology B. history C. maths 

5. A soft yellow metal that is very valuable _____ . 

A. iron  B. gold   C. silver 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (40 ქულა)  
Sample: I can't speak right now because I am having an English _____ .A. lesson B. Film C. book 

6. You should not _____ so many mistakes in tests.  

A. make  B. do   C. take 

7. _____ me that you will always tell the truth. 

A. Advice  B. Promise   C. Invent 

8. I didn't like the city at all. The air was very _____ .  

A. noisy  B.  polluted  C. empty 

9. The sofa was so _____ that I felt asleep.  

A. honest  B. alive   C. comfortable 

10. Mary's uncle is a famous businessman. He is very _____ . 

A. finance  B. success  C. wealthy 

 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  
Sample:  plumb   A. er  B. or   C. ist 

11. beautic  A. ian  B.er  C. ant 

12. logic   A. ful  B. al  C. ous 

13. air host  A. or  B. ist  C. ess 

14. physic   A. er  B. ist  C. ant 

15. assign   A. ry  B. ment C. hood 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. addvantage B. adventage  C. advantage 

 

 



Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences. (12 ქულა)  
Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock.  A. is getting B. has got C. gets 

17. He _____ live in London, but now he lives in a village. A. uses  B. used to  C. was used to 

18.  I _____ the cooking if you do the washing up.  A. do  B. will do  C. did 

19. The last train to London leaves _____ midnight. A. in  B. At   C. on 

20. Jim _____ in Scotland for five years.  A. lives   B. is living    C. has lived 

 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020/ LEVEL I 

GRADE 10 

Task 1. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description (40 ქულა)  

Sample:   A short visit around a city is a _____ .   A. trip     B. Traffic  C. cruise 

1. The vehicles, pedestrians, ships, or planes moving along a route _____ .  

A. trip  B. traffic C. cruise 

2. A person who visits a person or place is a _____ . 

A. visitor B. host  C.  officer 

3. A person who buys goods or services from a shop or business _____ . 

A. celebrity B. soldier C. customer 

4. A person who ranks below a senior person: _____ . 

A. manager B. assistant C. plumber 

5. A bag for carrying things that has two shoulder straps and is carried on the back: _____ .  

A. case  B. suitcase C. backpack 

 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (40 ქულა)  
Sample:  I _____ this car in July.  A. bought  B. caught C. done 

6. James likes to _____ horror films.   

A. watch B. stare C. look 

7. Robin _____ goes to clubs, because he hates crowds and loud music. 

A. often  B. never  C. always 

8. I gave the police a _____ of the robber.  

A. beauty  B. advice   C. description   

9. She felt _____ when she lost 1000 dollars.  

A. happily  B. terrible  C. pretty 

10. There was an accident, but fortunately no one was _____ injured. 

A. exactly  B. honestly  C. seriously 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  
Sample:  inspect   A. or  B. er   C. ist 

11. mathematic  A. er  B. ian  C. ist 

12. achiev   A. or  B. ee  C. er 

13. member  A. ment B. ship  C. ty 

14. train   A. ee  B. or  C. ist 

15. imprison  A. ment B. ty  C. ship 

 



Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. avkward  B. awkvard  C. awkward  

 

Bonus Task . Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences. (12 ქულა) 

Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock.    A. is getting   B. has got   C. gets 

17. He wanted to know how long _____ there. 

A. had I been B. I had been C. I were 

18. Did Joe _____ with the band yesterday? 

A. sing B. sung C. sang 

19. Whose house is this? It’s _____ . 

A. them B. theirs C. their 

20. The Eiffel Tower _____ in 1889. 

A. had completed B. has been completed C. was completed 

 



KINGS ENGLISH 2020/ LEVEL I 

GRADE 11-12 

Task 1. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description.(40 ქულა)   

Sample: A short visit around a city is a _____ . A. trip   B. Traffic  C. cruise 

1.  A man who works in commerce, especially at executive level: _____ . 

A. painter  B. athlete C. businessman 

2. A person who has the power to make impossible things happen is a _____ . 

A. protector  B. supplier C. magician 

3.  A person who purchases goods or services from another, buyer, patron: _____ . 

A. interviewer B. customer C. assistant 

4. A person that runs, especially in a specified way:_____ . 

  A. cyclist  B. creator C. runner 

5.  The amount, level, or extent to which something happens or is present: _____ . 

A. dense  B. degree C. heat 

Task 2. Choose the best word to fill in spaces.(40 ქულა) 

Sample: I _____ this car in July.   A. bought  B. caught C. done 

6. I didn't really understand the teacher's _____ of the Physics experiment.  

A. explaining  B. explain  C. explanation 

7. Don't _____ time on studying things you don't need to. 

A. waste  B. stop   C. fail 

8. Farmers must be prepared to work on their  _____ .   

A. alone  B. own   C. lonely 

9. Can this camera ____ good photos? 

A. make   B. take   C. do 

10. I find politics really _____.  

A. depress  B. depressed  C. depressing 

 

Task 3.  Choose the correct ending. (20 ქულა)  
Sample:  music A. er  B. or  C.ian 

11. mental  A. ist  B. er  C. ian 

12. insist  A. ance B. al  C. ence 

13. mountain  A. eer  B. er  C. ist 

14. tut  A. er  B. ist  C. or 

15. trust  A. or  B. ee  C. ian 

 

Magti Bonus Task. Bonus Task. Choose the correctly spelled word A, B or C. (3 ქულა) 
16. A. knowladge B. knowledge    C. knowlidge 

 



 

Bonus Task. Choose A, B or C to complete the sentences.(12 ქულა)  
Sample: He usually _____ up at 7 o’clock. A. is getting  B. has got  C. gets 

17.  _____ of the students failed the test. They all passed. 

A . None B. Some C. All 

18.  The trousers you bought for me _____ fit. 

A. doesn’t B. don’t C. haven’t 
19.  _____ you wear warm clothes, you will catch a cold. 

A. Unless B. If C. Providing 

20. I can’t understand why _____ this mistake again. 

A. make you B. you have made C. have you made 

 


